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	The IBM i operating system running on IBM Power Systems is a platform in transition.
	Many think the system is obsolete, largely due to its infamous green screen. Nothing,
	though, could be further from the truth. When IBM embraced open-source software such
	as Linux, MySQL, and Zend PHP, the system cemented a formidable position in today’s
	business environment.


	This text starts with the traditional concepts and tools (you need to understand these
	concepts before improving on them) and then describes IBM’s new tools and additional
	concepts, such as SQL. Those of you familiar with the previous version of this book,
	Mastering the AS/400, will notice that the chapters on DFU and SDA have been removed.
	The use of Query for i5/OS has been reduced, and emphasis has been placed on the new
	DB2 Web Query product.


	The goal of this book is twofold. First, it aims to introduce new IBM i programmers to
	system concepts and expose those who have used the platform for years to new concepts
	such as SQL. Second, the book provides a handbook for many of IBM’s new tools,
	including Rational Developer for Power, IBM i Access for Windows, IBM i Access for
	Web, and DB2 Web Query for i—providing comprehensive information that will be useful
	regardless of the programmer’s level of IBM i expertise.


	Having worked on the platform since 1990, and in teaching new IBM i programmers for
	more than eight years, I have struggled to fi nd a text that encompassed the general concepts
	of the system, covered new concepts such as SQL, and presented new graphical tools in a
	format that the reader can work through. When Bryan Meyers and I updated our CL and
	RPG textbooks, we decided to provide a complete package for today’s IBM i student or
	programmer. Jerry Fottral’s Mastering the AS/400 provided the perfect foundation for a
	handbook of IBM i concepts and tools.
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Special Edition Using Crystal Reports 10Pearson Education, 2004
Special Edition Using Crystal Reports 10 is a reference guide designed to provide hands-on experience with the latest release of the product suite. The latest version of the Crystal Reporting Suite, delivers vast enhancements that drive upgrades from licensees who'll seek a reference to help them migrate. As Crystal...
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Mastering Microsoft Teams: End User Guide to Practical Usage, Collaboration, and GovernanceApress, 2018

	
		Do you need to learn how to use Microsoft Teams? Are you questioning how to drive user adoption, govern content, and manage access for your Teams deployment? Either way, Mastering Microsoft Teams is your one-stop-shop to learning everything you need to know to find success with Microsoft Teams.

	
		Microsoft’s...
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Multicast and Group SecurityArtech House Publishers, 2003
The area of networked group communications is by no means a new field of study. For several years now, researchers and engineers have been studying more efficient ways to harness the potential of Internet protocol (IP)-based networks as the basis for communications in multiparty scenarios. There are many possible approaches to multiparty or group...
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User Stories Applied: For Agile Software Development (Addison-Wesley Signature Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
Thoroughly reviewed and eagerly anticipated by the agile community, User Stories Applied offers a requirements process that saves time, eliminates rework, and leads directly to better software.
The best way to build software that meets users' needs is to begin with "user stories": simple, clear, brief descriptions of...
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Linear Algebra and GeometrySpringer, 2012

	This book is the result of a series of lectures on linear algebra and the geometry of multidimensional spaces given in the 1950s through 1970s by Igor R. Shafarevich at the Faculty of Mechanics and Mathematics of Moscow State University.


	Notes for some of these lectures were preserved in the faculty library, and these were used...
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Wireless Communications: Principles and Practice (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2001
The indispensable guide to wireless communications—now fully revised and updated!

Wireless Communications: Principles and Practice, Second Edition is the definitive modern text for wireless communications technology and system design. Building on his classic first edition, Theodore S. Rappaport covers the fundamental...
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